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Overview:
Needs: People say “History repeats itself…” Learning a lesson from history is essential 

for human to progress. In particular, learning about peace from the history of conflicts is 

necessary in the present. 

According to National Center For Education Statistics, 8th graders in the US still struggle 

with Social Study area. Only 18% of 8th graders performed at or above the proficient level 

in US history in 2014. 

Target Learners: 8th graders in New York City



Learning Goals
With this Augmented Reality Learning Tool….

❖ Students will be motivated to learn about US history with fun activities, such 

as searching for a hidden code on site.

❖ Students will learn deeply about The Battle of Brooklyn (American 

Revolutionary War) by exploring the primary and secondary sources, which 

they can retrieve from AR tool, and by exploring physically on the spot 

where the historic  events actually happened.



Learning Theories

❖ Affective Learning 

One of three domains of learning in Bloom's taxonomy, that consists of learners' attitude, motivations, interests, and values. Other 

two domains are the cognitive domain and the psychomotor domain. Learners are motivated to learn historic incidents through fun 

field trip format activity.

❖ Embodied Cognition

Cognitive processes develop not only from brain, but also from real-time, goal-directed interactions between organisms and their 

environment. Learners will learn about American Revolution by walking around the site where the actual incident occurred with the 

digital tool which provides the narrative on the incident.

❖ Anchored Instruction

The instruction is centered around activities learners participate, so that the learners can tie their learning to that experience.



The Research Prototype Description

Zap code creator is a simple AR creator by Zappar 

to develop a code to scan the embedded 

information. Teachers can create a zap code, in 

which, they can embed the primary and secondary 

sources about historic events with Zap code 

creator. 8th graders can learn about American 

Revolutionary War by scanning a zap code with 

their smartphone while exploring on the spot.

https://zapcode.it/


Procedure: This is a sample field trip plan

1. Prior to the field trip to The Old Stone House, a teacher creates a zap code and 

embeds primary and secondary sources, such as stories (video), data (statistics, 

images, etc..), in the code and print it out.

2. Prior to the field trip, students download free app called “zappar” by Zappar, and 

install it to their smartphone. 

Download from here:

3. On the day of field trip to The Old Stone House, a teacher hides a zap code on site 

with a permission of The Old Stone House. Students are requested to bring their 

phone with Zappar app. (1 phone/ a group)

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/zappar/id429885268#
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zappar.Zappar


Procedure: This is a sample field trip plan  ~continued

4. Students find and scan a zap code below 

with zappar app in their smartphone.

5. Students can click each image on the AR 

to launch a movie, images, a map, and a 

complete guide of The Battle of Brooklyn in 

1776.
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